
EVG- 14 
Abstract of an oral interview with George Wedgworth done on April 25, 2002 in Belle 
Glade, Florida.  The interviewer is Brian Gridley. 
 
pp. 1-3 George Wedgworth talks about his family=s history in the Everglades Agricultural Area 
including his father=s involvement and the Wedgeworth farms=early involvement with sugar 
production.  He then mentions his educational background as an agricultural engineer at 
Michigan State University and his establishment of Sugar Cane Growers Cooperative of Florida 
in 1960.  He mentions a desire by many in the 1930s and 1940s to create the agricultural area. 
 
pp. 4-10 Wedgworth mentions the devastation to the farms from the floods of the 1947 
hurricane.  He discusses the C&SF project following the hurricane including Army Corps of 
Engineers public hearings for support and input, the great demand from the people for help with 
the flooding, and the project moving forward slowly.  He mentions House Document 643 that 
considered environmental consequences.  He mentions environmentalist attacks on the EAA 
(Everglades Agricultural Area) throughout the decades stating many are based on myth and the 
attacks reduce chances of working together for resolutions.   
 
pp. 10-14 He feels realistic goals need to be set on what people want the Everglades to look like 
taking historical Everglades into account, stating it could never look like it did 100 years ago.  
Wedgworth discusses establishing a phosphorous criterion for the Everglades as the most 
important problem that needs to be addressed.  He discusses the importance of water quantity 
and quality, as well as the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan=s role and agriculture=s 
role in helping with that. 
 
pp. 14-19 Wedgworth feels that working together with the environmental community for the 
Everglades provisions in WRDA (Water Resources and Development Act) was a watershed 
event since their historical relationship with the environmental community was characterized by 
litigation.  He cites an example in 1988 with Michael Finley and Dexter Lehtinen=s lawsuit.  He 
criticizes the actions of the few who first signed for CERP (Comprehensive Everglades 
Restoration Plan) in WRDA 2000 and then denounced parts of it. He mentions specific 
individuals that played key roles in moving Everglades restoration forward. 
 
pp. 19-23 He comments negatively on Governor Bob Graham=s Save Our Everglades program 
as being primarily a political move and mentions his discussion with the governor about it.  He 
goes on to discuss the Florida Sugar Cane League=s environmental quality committee which 
they started when they implemented air quality control measures so they could continue to burn 
sugar cane.  Even though his company is no longer with the League, they still work on 
environmental matters. 
 
pp. 24-27 Wedgworth discusses his reaction and the sugar industry=s reaction to Lehtinen=s 
lawsuit being that Mike Finley deceived them, and that the federal government fought their 
intervention into the lawsuit.  He feels the litigation hindered an agreement being reached on the 
water quality issue going through the SWIM (Surface Water Improvement Management) 
process.  He discusses the federal-state settlement agreement reached in the litigation that they 
were opposed to and excluded from.   



 
pp. 27-33 Wedgworth is supportive of the Everglades Forever Act, but feels more people should 
contribute financially.  He feels environmentalists were critical of the Act because they didn=t 
get their complete way, and says it is difficult to sit down and compromise with the 
environmentalists.  He  feels critics of the Act want to make the sugar industry uneconomical so 
it will go away.  He goes on to discuss the ten parts-per-billion standard stating it is not justified 
and is too low for some areas.  He discusses the law allowing for different standards in different 
parts of the Everglades.  He goes on to explain what best management practices means for sugar 
production. 
 
pp. 33-38 Wedgworth discusses the effort for the penny-per-pound tax on sugar production 
including how it would have put his company out of business and why they decided to focus on 
it, rather than Amendment V, investing so much money into the campaign.  He goes on to argue 
against the idea that agriculture will be moved out of the Everglades area because of soil 
subsidence stating that what could move them out of there is their water supply taken away, too 
much residential growth, or overtaxing and economic hardship.   
 
pp. 38-43 He discusses the federal sugar subsidies as really a limitation on the amount of foreign 
imports into the U.S. market.  He discusses how the Freedom to Farm Act, which gave money to 
farmers of program crops, hurt his sugar industry.  He discusses the lawsuit to prevent the 
Talisman land holdings sale including why they did it, his involvement, the central issues, and 
how a settlement was produced.  He discusses key people involved in negotiations with St. Joe 
Paper Company to acquire land. 
 
pp. 43-46 He comments on the Governor=s Commission for a Sustainable South Florida feeling 
agriculture=s representation was at a minority, but felt Bubba Wade was successful in 
representing agriculture.  Wedgworth comments on the restudy process that led to CERP and 
was happy with Tom MacVicar=s role in it all.  He felt the Sugar Cane Growers Cooperative 
were given adequate consideration by the Corps of Engineers.  He comments on the Chief=s 
Report as being an embarrassment to the Corps, mentions the problems he saw in it, and states it 
caused confusion and dissention.  
 
pp. 46-52 Wedgworth=s biggest concern as CERP was being authorized was with the water 
supply and the various factions fighting over it.  He goes on to discuss his involvement in getting 
WRDA 2000 passed and the involvement of other key people. When asked to evaluate the final 
plan that was approved in WRDA, he explains that many of the proposals will have to be proven 
through pilot projects, such as ASR (Aquifer Storage and Recovery) upon which he agrees the 
plan is very dependent.  He supports the Plan as long as it is carried out the way the legislation 
envisions it to be carried out.  He feels its success or failure should be evaluated through the 
success or failure of its pilot projects stating if one major component doesn=t work, it could hurt 
the whole system, but the agricultural community wants it to be successful. 
 
pp. 52-59 He comments positively on the Army Corps of Engineers and the Water Management 
District (with the exception of a few people in it).  He criticizes the National Park Service as 
being uncooperative and the environmental community as being highly emotional stating it is 
difficult to sit down and talk technically with either group.  He discusses the environmentalists= 



criticism of agriculture as contributors of mercury, including mercury=s inverse relationship 
with phosphorous.  He comments on the media and their strong bias towards the environment.  
He feels the most important goals and priorities of the restoration project are to stick to the plan 
and not attempt to change it in anyone=s favor with matters such as water supply, and to avoid 
litigation.  When commenting on the most important lessons learned, he mentions that they Aare 
most effective when technical and scientific dialogue takes place@, however he is disappointed 
in their ability to deal with environmental organizations. 


